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Abstract
We analyzed Neal Stephenson’s novel Snow Crash for all
references to avatars. This analysis is documented here, including a comparison of the Snow Crash avatars to the current state of real-time virtual human research. The avatar
characteristics discussed include appearance, clothing and
attachments, ethnicity, locomotion, body actions, forms of
communication, and emotion and personality.

humans. The avatar characteristics discussed include appearance, clothing and attachments, ethnicity, locomotion,
body actions, forms of communication, and emotions and
personality. The overall question addressed by this paper
is thus: Given the avatar descriptions in Snow Crash, how
far away from that virtual reality is the graphics field as of
1998?

2. Avatar Characteristics
2.1. Appearance

1. Introduction
A literary image of Virtual Environments populated by
virtual beings is offered by the Neal Stephenson novel Snow
Crash. Stephenson defines a Metaverse that is mostly populated by real people who go there by donning an avatar that
represents them in that space. The Metaverse is a virtual
reality world envisioned as a large cyber-planet. It contains
homes, corporate headquarters, nightclubs, and virtually every other type of building found in reality and some that are
not. Individuals from around the world materialize on this
cyber-planet, and are represented there by avatars. There
are also totally synthetic characters, of greater or lesser capability and complexity, who interact with real characters
in the Metaverse as if they were simply avatars for real people. Given the overall tone of the novel, these avatars and
human-mimicking synthetic characters appear simply to be
science fiction.
Over lunch in early 1997, one of the authors (Badler)
and David Farber were discussing the upcoming Virtual Humans 2 conference. Farber remarked that an analysis of
state of the art relative to the Metaverse in Snow Crash
might form an interesting subject for a Panel. We reread
Snow Crash for all references to the avatars that inhabit it.
The analysis was the basis of Badler’s Panel presentation
at Virtual Humans 2 in June 1997. This analysis is documented and expanded here, including a comparison of the
Snow Crash avatars to the current state of real-time virtual

In the novel, the avatars’ appearances are as diverse as
the people they represent. One area of diversification is
the image quality. There are well rendered, realistic looking avatars, there are avatars called black-and-whites, and
there are avatars of various gradations in between. The rendered avatars can have all of the physical attributes of real
human beings, including: age, gender, aesthetics, ethnicity, height, and weight (see Appendix A). However, these
avatars do always take human form. The book describes
gorillas, dragons, and “wild-looking abstracts, tornadoes of
gyrating light” (page 41) to name a few. The amount of detail found in the rendered avatars is also quite diverse. For
example, page 198 contains a description of a very detailed
avatar: “It is an honest representation, with no effort made
to hide the early suggestions of crow’s feet at the corners of
her big black eyes. Her glossy hair is so well resolved that
Hiro can see individual strands refracting the light into tiny
rainbows.” In contrast, page 37 describes a female avatar’s
eyelashes as “rendered as solid ebony chips.”
The quality of an avatar’s appearance stems from the
software used to create it and the quality of the computer
being used to login to the Metaverse. In reality, there are
public terminals that people can use to login to the Metaverse. When people use these terminals to enter the Metaverse, they are represented by avatars called black-andwhites. These black-and-whites are best described in passage from page 41: “Talking to a black-and-white on the

Street is like talking to a person who has his face stuck in a
Xerox machine, repeatedly pounding the copy button, while
you stand by the output tray pulling the sheets out one at
a time and looking at them.” Black-and-whites are a very
low-resolution version of what the user looks like in reality. Furthermore, unlike the well-rendered avatars, which
have 3D sound, black-and-whites possess very poor sound.
In the Metaverse, black-and-whites are considered “scum of
the earth.”
In general, the art of graphical human forms is advanced
enough to create the sorts of models described in Snow
Crash, because such detail can be designed off-line and
then displayed during live interactions. Body, face, skin,
and muscle models have been created by many groups, including [32, 21, 4, 54, 60, 13].

2.2. Clothing and Attachments
Though it is not required, most avatars in the Metaverse
don some sort of clothing. A black-and-white’s clothing
emulates what the user is wearing in reality. It appears that
the clothing for a rendered avatar is created when the avatar
is created and does not change unless new software is written. The actual clothing varies as widely as the avatars’
innate appearances do. The “hero” of the story, Hiro, wears
a black leather kimono, but there are also business suits,
golfing duds, and uniforms among others (see Appendix B).
An important feature of the clothing found in the Metaverse
is pockets. Many of the avatars in the novel carry hypercards in their pockets. Hypercards are little cards, which can
contain written data, photographs, audio clips, and video
clips. They are an important form of communication in the
novel. The avatars also carry objects that will not fit into
their pockets. For example, Hiro’s black leather kimono is
accessorized with swords, which he often uses to do battle.
It appears that the present state of modeling avatar
clothes is adequate for the Snow Crash figures, e.g. [14, 17].

2.3. Ethnicity
Hiro’s avatar wears a kimono in part because of his ethnicity. He is part Asian and part African-American. Although the Metaverse probably contains avatars of many
nationalities and ethnic groups, Stephenson only explicitly
mentions a few: Aleutians, Americans, Asians, Italians,
Japanese, and Vietnamese. In addition to these actual ethnic
groups a couple of virtual ethnic groups inhabit the Metaverse. One group could be labeled exotic and contains the
avatars of non-human form like the “tornadoes of gyrating light.” The other group consists of Brandys and Clints.
These are generic, off-the-shelf avatars. Brandy and Clint
software is widely available in reality and comes in different forms. As with all avatar software, the cheaper versions

have fewer options and lower quality. Unlike custom made
avatars, Brandys and Clints have a very limited number of
facial expressions (see Appendix C).
Individuals can be crafted in advance with various software systems such as Poser [50] or VRML [23]. Skin color
has been studied by Kalra [28]. The behavior differences
that accrue from ethnicity are just receiving attention from
our research group and others.

2.4. Locomotion
Regardless of their appearance or ethnicity, avatars in the
Metaverse must move around. There are various forms of
locomotion found in Snow Crash (see Appendix D). The
novel does not explicitly discuss the realism of these movements, but it does use verbs of varying styles. For example,
avatars do not just walk around. They also, maneuver carefully, run, saunter, and charge at people. This diversification
of movements and the fact that Stephenson does not mention a lack of realism in the movements indicates that the
movements probably appear natural and realistic. Stephenson does, however, mention that not everyone knows how
to properly maneuver his or her avatar. “He looks like a guy
who’s just goggled into the Metaverse for the first time and
doesn’t know how to move around” (page 203).
Real-time avatar locomotion has been rather extensively
studied. There are several examples for gait, walking, and
arbitrary stepping [42, 8, 20, 29, 51, 34].

2.5. Body Action
Stephenson describes a wide variety of body actions (see
Appendix E). These range from things as simplistic as “gesturing to the wall” or “sitting motionless” or “waving toward the next quadrant” to more intricate actions such as
“pulling a hypercard out of her pocket” or “snapping his
fingers” or “sword fighting.” The body actions found in the
novel include positional changes such as moving the legs,
arms, head, face, torso, and many combinations of these.
These body actions appear to be natural and realistic: in
fact, the novel indicates that some people’s avatars have
the same mannerisms as the people they are representing.
Also, unnatural movements would remind the visitors to the
Metaverse that they are just in a play world. “People hate to
be reminded of this” (page 102).
Body motion is crucial to avatar behavior and is accordingly well studied: [7, 12, 11, 59, 21, 37, 57, 9, 24, 36, 4, 3,
22, 30, 31, 52, 15, 48, 49, 58, 43].

2.6. Forms of Communication
In the Metaverse, as in reality, people use various forms
of communication. Among them are language, attention,

facial expressions, and body language. The spoken communication in the novel ranges from “mumbling” to “earsplitting screeching,” and the quality of the sounds depend
on the quality of the avatars and the quality of the equipment
producing them. Black-and-whites possess rather poor
quality sound, but well-rendered avatars have 3D sound that
is of high enough quality to produce crisp accents (page 43)
and to distinguish people by their voices (page 65). The
references to attention can be termed explicit or affective.
Explicit attentions found in the novel include “looking at
weapons”, “gazing,” “staring,” and “listening.” Affective attentions include “eyeing him warily,” “glaring,” and “giving
dirty looks” (see Appendix F). As related in the following
passage from page 64, Stephenson feels that facial expressions and body language are the most important forms of
communication: “They come here [The Black Sun] to talk
turkey with suits from around the world, and they consider
it just as good as a face-to-face. They more or less ignore
what is being said–a lot gets lost in the translation, after all.
They pay attention to the facial expressions and body language of the people they are talking to. And that’s how they
know what’s going on inside a person’s head–by condensing fact from the vapor of nuance.”
Attention control is being studied by Chopra [16] Extensive literature on facial animation exists: [44, 39, 2, 46,
47, 45, 35]. Efforts on other gestural communication include [40, 11, 10, 38, 15, 33].

2.7. Facial Expressions, Emotion, and Personality
Facial expressions seem to be particularly important, and
again can be classified as either explicit or affective. Explicit expressions include: fluttering eyelashes, pursed lips,
flicking of the eyes, and the corners of the mouth curling
downward. Affective expressions include raising the eyebrows expectantly, dubious looks, stunned looks, and expressionless looks (see Appendix G). On the well-rendered
avatars, facial expressions can be quite fine grained. For
example, a smile is not just a smile. There are “satisfied
grins,” “grins of recognition,” “indulgent smiles,” “stifled
grins,” and “huge relaxed grins” just to name a few (see
Appendix H). Avatars’ personalities come from the people they represent, and can be as diverse as those people.
In contrast, the personalities of the daemons (autonomous
actors) seem to be very limited. The Librarian is the most
prevalent daemon mentioned. His mood and personality as
indicated by his dialog and expressions appear constant and
limited. He often “raises his eyebrows expectantly” (pages
107, 205, 208, 215), but does little else. Some emotions and
personalities found in the novel are listed in Appendix G.
Emergent work on emotion and its manifestation in faces
and bodies include [48, 49, 5, 6, 1, 53].

3. Other Observations
The Metaverse does have some limitations as far as its
avatars are concerned. Although at any one time approximately 120 million people can be found on the Street, there
is no collision detection among them. In fact, when there is
a large number people, the computer draws ghostly avatars
so that a person can see where he or she is going. The Black
Sun, however, does provide collision detection and opaque
avatars. It can accomplish this because there is only a limited number of avatars admitted to the Black Sun at any one
time. Another limitation of the Metaverse is the lack of
tactile feedback. Avatars in the Metaverse bow instead of
shaking hands, because shaking hands would ruin the illusion of reality. Also, all of the avatars in the Metaverse are
equally strong. In order to contribute to the illusion of reality, avatars should possess a strength attribute. Furthermore,
the Metaverse is governed by a standards organization that
has established a few rules. One, avatars on the Street cannot be taller than the people they represent in reality. Two,
one person’s avatar cannot exist in two places at the same
time. And three, avatars cannot materialize out of nowhere.
There are ports, which are designated places where avatars
can materialize. It is also possible to materialize into homes
in the Metaverse. These restrictions are in place in order to
maintain the realism of the Metaverse.
Some of the issues here are addressed by efficient collision detection algorithms [25], navigation issues [41, 51],
and shared environments [55, 43].

4. Conclusions
Real-time avatars exist now, but the degree of realism
is dependent on input sensing technologies. The input or
control methods used in Snow Crash are not very clear (it
is, after all, science fiction!), but appear to be based on active laser scanning. It is not obvious what the rest of the
user interface is like – whether the participant has to act
out the avatar’s motions, operate some tactile or position
sensitive input device, describe them (speech understanding
with emotional analysis?), or just imagine them. One passage seems to indicate that facial expressions are tracked
(page 420). It does not preclude the use of face tracking,
but another passage describes an avatar as having a limited
number of facial expressions (page 37). The same is true
of body motions. In a passage from page 103 it seems as
though Hiro had been performing the same actions as his
avatar, but in a later passage (page 420) his avatar goes slack
while he is busy in reality. Currently, face input (from unmarked faces) is nearly real-time [18, 19], and whole body
motion capture from video is not far off [27]. Current laser
scanning systems are not close to real-time.

Some body and facial motions can be previously captured and replayed in context. This requires some parameterization so they can be executed in the current context and
blended or coarticulated for more natural flow and appearance. Triggering the correct action is, again, unspecified.
The complexity of game console controls with even a small
complement of buttons would lead one to postulate some
more effective input mechanism than just joystick manipulation or button pushes for combinatorial selection. (Textual
instructions via speech input are one possible expressive option [56].) Given the complex motions currently embedded
in some sport simulation games, however, it is clearly possible to endow an avatar with a considerable action vocabulary provided that there is an appropriate mechanism to
select (and control) the desired one.
Realistic appearance, clothing, attachments, and ethnicity can be created in advance for an avatar. The reactions
of the avatar to a given situation are presumably dependent
on the live participant, thereby minimizing the computational intelligence required by the avatar. For example, the
wide range of subtle facial expressions is obtained by some
direct input means rather than by any synthetic procedure
that monitors the conversation and figures out the emotional
content! It is likely that some of the “little” movements that
surround an avatar might be automatically generated: e.g.,
attention (facing), searching, watching, and maybe small locomotor movements to maintain personal space and body
orientation toward subject. Spatialized sound is important
to localize events and other avatars in the Metaverse and
may be used to control some automated search and attention
functionality. The processing that accompanies sensory inputs and the decision-making which precipitates action (and
hence appearance) go well beyond current avatars though
some efforts are emerging [26, 16].
The autonomous actors who interact with the avatars
in Snow Crash need more work. Notably, they appear to
lack emotional involvement and hence facial expressions
and body affect. Actually, there are only a hand full of
autonomous actors mentioned. There are daemons in the
Black Sun that serve drinks and run errands, but they are
not well described. There are also gorilla bouncer daemons whose only interactions with avatars are shoving them
around and throwing them out. The Graveyard daemons
work in the underground tunnels. They are simply programmed to follow instructions and burn any avatar remains
found in the tunnels. The geisha is limited to massaging
backs and being dismissed. There are Vietnamese people
working in rice paddies and running around a village, but
they are only really there as scenery. The book also describes a receptionist actor. She is limited to asking questions and ushering people to their desired locations. She
does not understand irony and is never impressed by any
one. The best described autonomous actor is the Librar-

ian. He appears to be the only autonomous actor capable
of changing his facial expressions. Even so, he seems to be
limited to raising his eyebrows expectantly, having his eyes
glance upward as if he is thinking about something, and
staring off into the distance as he clears his throat dramatically. At one point he also shakes his head minutely. He is
portrayed as a dignified intellectual, and described as pleasant, cheerful, and eager. The only indication of emotional
involvement is during a passage in which Hiro tells a joke.
The Librarian does not understand the joke and when it is
explained to him the novel indicates he is not very amused
(page 108).
In summary, we believe that communications bandwidth
and graphics rendering speed are the primary current limitations to Snow Crash scene complexity and number of
avatars. Other aspects of Snow Crash avatar design, motion,
and appearance offer no challenges that are unmet in the research literature. The major gaps seem to lie in the control
transformation from the user’s desires to the avatar’s actions
and in the modification of an animated action based on the
attitude, personality, and reactions of the live participant.
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